
PREFACE

The giant panda first came under scientific study
during the 1970s, following gifts of juvenile
pairs from the Chinese government to selected
countries, including the United States. Without
exception, however, in these exposures of giant
pandas to the outside world, propagation and
exhibitry took precedence over in-depth biolog
ical inquiry. In the late 1970s, a massive die-off
of bamboo in many parts of the panda's range
prompted authorities in China to send teams
into the field, including Professor Hu Jinchu,
who, in 1978, set up the first ofseveral bases for
monitoring the wild population at Wolong Na
ture Reserve. When China and the World Wild
life Fund initiated a collaborative study of pan
das at Wolong in 1980, one of North America's
foremost field biologists, Dr. George Schaller,
was selected to lead the team. Among his col
laborators were Hu Jinchu, Pan Wenshi, and
Zhu Jing. Professors Hu and Pan have contin
ued their studies on wild pandas until quite re
cently, and several of their students remain ac
tive in panda research today. Their efforts have
also sparked studies by colleagues in other parts
ofthe giant panda's range. Both professors have
great knowledge of giant pandas and are inter
nationally respected as China's most distin
guished panda specialists. The Wolong project
also led to the establishment of a breeding cen-

ter at the lower end of the reserve that has pro
vided an important venue for captive research in
recent years.

China has taken significant steps in the past
few years to advance conservation and study of
the giant panda. These include the establishment
of new panda reserves, the restriction of log
ging across much of the panda's range, spon
sorship of a comprehensive survey of the wild
population and its habitat, the initiation of in
ternationalloans to raise revenues for conser
vation, and the approval of several collaborative
research endeavors between Chinese investi
gators and researchers from abroad. The World
Wildlife Fund has been supporting capacity
building activities and providing technical as
sistance on panda reserve management and
community-based conservation in China since
the early 1980s. Under the aegis of the Conser
vation Breeding Specialist Group of the Inter
national Union for the Conservation of Nature,
and in cooperation with local experts, an evalua
tion of the reproductive health and potential of
China's captive population has been realized. Sev
eral U.S. and Chinese zoos are today involved in
collaborative studies of captive giant pandas in
China.

As a result ofthis increased collaboration be
tween East and West, indications ofheightened
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societal awareness of the giant panda's rareness

and plight became evident. As forces were joined,
a new spirit of cooperation and strong friend

ships developed. Sensing the building momen

tum, we organized an international conference,

held in San Diego, California, in October 2000.

Entitled Panda 2000: Conservation Priorities for

the New Millennium, this event provided a forum

for eighty-five presentations on various aspects
of giant panda conservation, captive breeding,

and scientific study. Ofthe 230 registrants, more

than fifty were from China. Delegates from Eng

land, Germany, Japan, Mexico, The Netherlands,

Spain, and Switzerland also attended. The China

Wildlife Conservation Association and the Chi

nese Association of Zoological Gardens acted

as cosponsors of the conference. The success of

Panda 2000 rested on the judicious selection of

panda specialists from around the world as par

ticipants and a meeting format of workshops,

panel discussions, and paper and poster ses
sions that led to lively debate and consensus

building.

The main objectives of Panda 2000 were to

utilize newly available information in achieving

agreement on the most critical goals for panda

conservation and to fortify existing collaborations

and develop new ones for accomplishing those
goals. Another objective was to enhance inter
national understanding in areas ofpolicy. Achieve
ment in these areas entailed discussions of pri
orities in the conservation ofthe wild population
ofpandas and ofcaptive adjuncts to such efforts.
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An opportunity for sharing recent scientific find

ings was seen as essential to the conservation
process.

This volume aims, therefore, to bring to

gether evidence of the recent growth in knowl

edge of giant panda biology and of expanded

conservation initiatives. Through its publication,

a trove of information heretofore available pri
marily in the Chinese language becomes avail
able to the non-Chinese community, as do the

viewpoints of Chinese colleagues who are lead

ing the conservation endeavors of the present.

The thirty-two contributions from eighty-three

authors and coauthors represent only a portion

of the topics covered at Panda 2000. We have

opted to include primarily those that deal directly

with giant panda biology and conservation, al

though we realize that many of the reports on

captive breeding also contribute to these do

mains. Some ofthe contributions shed new light

on longstanding issues, whereas the majority in
form of more recent developments. We have

attempted to present an integrated message by

supplying cross-references and section intro

ductions that allow readers to see the connecting
threads of the four parts of the volume. The re

sult is to bring to the fore a more complete pic

ture ofone ofNature's most compelling species.
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